FIRST_ CONTACT
INTRO_
Hold on
Send out the signal
Look!We have definitely picked something up.
'Do you come in in peace?'
Hold on - let me try again
We - we come in peace
CHORUS_
*Tap into something that's more than you*
Tap into something that's...
Tap into something that's more...
Tap into something that's more than you
*Tap out of what they all wanna do*
Tap out of what they all...
Tap out of what they all want...
Tap out of what they all wanna do
VERSE_ ONE
The zone; get in the zone
Step up the mood so you get in the zone
Kick off your shoes 'fore you step in the zone
Birdman put some respek in the zone
Ample ideas and concepts in the zone
Ankle and knee they connect in the zone
That's the joint
Reach the apex in the zone
That's the point
Smoke it affect the ozone
It's the joint!
Lavabeast
Wrap me up tight in these lava beats
Base statement class in Java beans
Mzakes face in balaklava seen? (Guqa)
Kneel at the throne
All week I'm strong Niel Apollo astronaut
Lunar walk skill at the throne
Gotta be Mike and not Shaquielle O'Neil at the throne
Still I make 'em shake, make 'em shiver
Emcees take note as I stand and deliver

Hand on heart, other hand on quiver
And the hand won't quiver when your man pull trigger like...(blow)
CHORUS_
VERSE_ TWO
We pick it up the way you artists be on that garbage
Flexin' like you man are hard but you spit the softest
Used to serve the sickest bars when you used to starve
Went from aiming for club empty bottles to being the target
I get it
You switched it all just for super stardom
Hoping that this is how you connect with all 'dem
Africa's Jean-luc Picard tripping on that star trek
Shock you when I'm on board it's not just a star, sun
Shocker when I'm on boards it's not just a god's son
Shaka when I'm on board it's not just a war room
Dropped one not cos I'm bored it's all cos I'm on one
You been know, I'm Miyagi waxing off son
You're Dineo, I'm miyagi; I'm ya father
Ranaka, the chief author: shout out to all them!
With love from their day one one, Zubz on one
OG_ wan Kenobi: OG_ one
Zubz on one!
CHORUS_

